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Abstract. We propose in this paper a new voting scheme where the
voter, while receiving a receipt for his/her vote allowing further contes-
tations, cannot use it to reveal the vote to other unspecified entities, and
therefore cannot be forced to do so. The scheme is based on the concept
of strong designated verifier signature scheme, and is very cheap in both
computation and data communication, regarding to other works on the
subject.
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1 Introduction

In these days, electronic voting is becoming a reality in many cases, e.g. in
companies, national ballot, etc. These mechanisms may take different forms, from
automated voting system to vote through networks. In practice, the electronic
vote by the mean of a network is nowadays ensured by a unique trusted third
party, which is a real weakness as soon as its trustability becomes controversial.

Moreover, a problem arises when trying to combine voting privacy with the abil-
ity for the voter to check the correctness of his own voting by the mean of a
receipt. Most of the time, being in possession of a voting receipt implies that a
dishonest third party may possibly force the voter to reveal his/her vote. To avoid
this, some works [BT94,HS00,LK00,MBC01] propose receipt-free voting proto-
cols but in that case, the main problem becomes the difficulty for the voter to
be sure his/her vote was taken into account. In [Oka97] this problem is handled,
but at the price of an important amount of data transmissions and computations
which are, in comparison with ours, multiplied by a factor representing a large
number of authorities. Besides, [LK00] propose another scheme needing a large
quantity of computations and which, above all, requires the voters to trust the
polling office of behaving honestly. This seems to us an unrealistic assumption.

This paper proposes a new voting scheme where the voter, while receiving a
receipt for his/her vote, cannot use it to reveal the vote to someone else. This



feature allows the voters to verify their own vote, but also to complain if nec-
essary, while it forbids an attacker to threaten or buy them, in order to control
their vote. The scheme is based on the concept of strong designated verifier
signature scheme.

A strong designated verifier signature scheme, such as [JSI96,RST01,SKM03],
provides that a message is signed in such a way that only one person, the desig-
nated verifier will be able to check its validity. Moreover this designated verifier
will not be able to convince other entities that the signature is a valid one, even
by revealing his own secret key.

By using designated-verifier schemes to create a voting receipt, the voter, who
is the designated verifier, is both able to check his vote and unable to convince
anyone else with his receipt. In [HS00], Hirt and Sako introduced a designated-
verifier based voting scheme, using a multiple permutation over all possible votes.
In this paper, we build a more natural voting scheme, using the strong designated
verifier signature introduced in [SKM03]. In comparison with the protocol of Hirt
and Sako, our scheme is nearer of the traditional voting system, and moreover
cheaper, since our system only requires a constant number of encryptions and
data transmissions for each vote, where they need, for each vote, a number of
these operations which is proportional to both the number of possible votes and
the number of authorities.

In this scope, as in many voting schemes, we introduce a trusted judge. He has
the same verifying power as the voter, and can be used in case of conflict between
the voter and the polling office.

The paper is organized as follows. In the next section we introduce the notations
used in the rest of the paper, and we describe the voting scheme. Therefore we
analyse our scheme in the third section, and we conclude in the fourth and last
section.

2 The voting scheme

In this section, we describe our voting protocol during which the voter, after
being identified by an identification authority, submits a vote (yes/no, names,
etc.) to a known polling office P , under the authority of a judge J , which we will
suppose unique, though his work could easily be dispatched. We suppose that a
public key infrastructure exists.

2.1 Notations

We will use the following notation:

– V : the voter
– J : the judge



– I : the identification authority
– P : the polling (voting) office
– σA() : a blind signature produced by the entity A
– blind() : a blinding function related to σA()
– unblind() : the corresponding unblinding function
– v : the concatenation of a vote and a random number
– A

m
−→ B : the transmission of a message m from A to B

– A
Auth.

←→ B : the mutual entity authentication between A and B
– EA() : asymmetric cipher intended to A

We now divide our voting scheme in four sub-protocols: initialization, voters
identification, vote and publication, that are described hereafter.

2.2 Initialization

Let p be a large prime, q a prime factor of p−1 and g a generator of
�
∗

p of order
q. The public information are p, q and g; xP , xJ are respectively the private
key of the voting office and the judge’s one. The corresponding public keys are
calculated as yP = gxP mod p and yJ = gxJ mod p.

The voter tells the judge in which polling office he is voting. The judge answers by
sending (xV , gV , yP,V , cV ) that will be used in the verifying procedure. Formally,
we have:

V J
EJ (yP )
−→

checks that yP designates a valid polling office
randomly chooses two values associated with the
voter: dV and kV

xV = xJ(dV )−1 mod q
gV = gdV mod p

yP,V = ydV

P mod p

cV = ykV

J
EV (xV ,gV ,yP,V ,cV )

←−

The judge only has to remember dV and kV for each voter1.

2.3 Voters identification

We have to make sure that the vote remains secret, even from the voting author-
ities. To achieve this goal, at the beginning of the vote, each voter V obtains,

1
In order to save storing space for the judge, kV can be choosen in such a way that it can

be deduced from dV by the judge



as described below, a random number signed from an identification authority I,
which classically has to be distinct from the polling office. As for the judge, the
role of I could be divided into several parts and handled by different identifica-
tion authorities.

First of all, the authority needs to make sure the voter has not already got its
signed random number. This can be done easily if the identification authority
keeps a list of all the already registered voters. When the voter wants to vote, he
starts a mutual authentication protocol (for instance [BGH+93]) with I. Then
the identification authority checks in its list if this voter already appears. If
not, the voter is allowed to submit a blinded random value r, using a blinding
operator of a blind signature scheme such as described in [Cha83], and sends this
blinded value to the identification authority. If it is the first time that a voter
authenticates itself, the identification authority will sign it. Once he receives
the blinded signed message, the voter unblinds the signature and obtains the
identification authority’s signature on the original random value.

V I
Auth.

←→

chooses a random r
blind(r)
−→

computes ς = σi(blind(r))
EV (ς)
←−

computes unblind(ς)

The signature on r is, once unblinded, used as a random and untraceable iden-
tification number for the voter.

2.4 Vote

The voter concatenates his vote with its signed random number and sends this
combination v to the polling office, who checks if he has already voted. This
can be done easily by keeping a list of the random numbers already used. If the
voter has not already voted, the polling office replies with a designated verifier
receipt, computed in the following way:

V P
EP (v,cV )
−→

chooses k, t ∈
�

q

r = h(v, cV )
s = kt−1

− rxP mod q
EV (r,s,t)
←−



Using his secret key xV and the three other informations gV , yP,V and cV pro-
vided earlier by the judge, the voter checks if the receipt matches his vote by
verifying if

1. (gs
V yr

P,V )txV mod p = cV

2. h(v, cV ) = r

If the receipt is incorrect, the voter can cancel his vote by asking the judge
to vote on his name, after being mutually authenticated with him. The loss of
the voter’s anonymity for the judge is not a problem as the judge is considered
honest. This is achieved by the following steps:

V J P
Auth.

←→

EJ (v)
−→

EP (v,cV )
−→

chooses k, t ∈
�

q

r = h(v, cV )
s = kt−1

− rxP mod q
EV (r,s,t)
←− checks if r, s, t are

EJ (r,s,t)
←−

valid (as described
in the next subsection)

If the receipt provided by the polling office is incorrect, the judge contacts this
polling office to resolve the problem, possibly using appropriate legal procedures.

2.5 Results publication and possible complaints

Before closing the vote, a delay is left to the voters in order to complain if the
transmitted receipt was incorrect. This delay is supposed long enough to prevent
course problems. The polling office then publishes a list of all the votes, each
associated with the corresponding random number. It is then straightforward
for the voter to check if his vote was changed after the reception of the polling
office’s receipt, and to contact the judge if it is the case.

If his vote was corrupted or lost, the voter authenticates with the judge and
sends his receipt (r, s, t) to him. The judge thens checks the receipt, using his
secret key xJ , by verifying:

1. whether h(v, (gsyr
P )txJ mod p) = r, to be sure that the receipt is correctly

formed. The correspondence between the voter and the judge’s verification
appears clearly:

(gs
V yr

P,V )txV mod p = (gdV sydV r
P )txJd

−1

V mod p

= (gsyr
P )txJ mod p



2. that the equation yst
J = cV y−rxJ t

P mod p holds, where cV = ykV

J can be
recomputed by the judge in order to convince himself that the receipt has
not been forged by the voter. Indeed, if the voter has not complained after
he got the receipt during the vote phase, then this equality will hold unless
the voter is trying to cheat.

If the receipt provided by the voter is correct and does not match the published
vote, the judge accepts the voter complaint and contacts the polling office to
resolve the problem, possibly using appropriate legal procedures.

3 Analysis

In this section, we show that our scheme is secure against impersonalization;
respects anonymity, confidentiality and impossibility to forge a vote or to vote
more than once; and prevents the polling office of cheating.

First of all, the impersonalization is prevented during the identification phase
thanks to the mutual authentication between V and I. Moreover, during the
vote, the designated verifier protocol forbids, via the resistance against forging
[SKM03], any intruder to take the place of any party.

Anonymity is a consequence of the signature provided by the identification au-
thority. Since the signature was achieved blindly, I cannot link the voter to his
confidential identification number, nor can anyone else. Since the voter always
authenticates himself by the way of this number, even if the polling office and
the identification authority associate together, they cannot break the voter’s
anonimity.

Vote confidentiality is insured by the fact that our scheme is based on a desig-
nated verifier signature protocol. In case of coercion, the voter can generate a c
and a corresponding receipt by himself in the following way: he chooses α, β in

�
q, and computes:

c = gα
V yβ

P,V mod p

r = h(v, c)
` = βr−1 mod q
s = α`−1 mod q
t = `x−1

V mod q

Anyone possessing the voter’s secret key xV can straightforwardly check that
h(v, (gs

V yr
P,V )txV mod p) = r:

h(v, (gs
V yr

P,V )txV mod p) = h(v, (gs
V yr

P,V )` mod p)

= h(v, gs`
V yr`

P,V mod p)

= h(v, gα
V yβ

P,V mod p)

= h(v, c) = r



Therefore, an attacker, even with the private key of the voter, cannot still make
the difference between a true receipt and the receipt generated by the voter,
and can hence draw no conclusion at all from any receipt he gets. Moreover
the voter cannot mislead the judge in the same way, since the judge checks if
yst

J = cy−rxJ t
P mod p:

yst
J = y

(kt−1
−rxP )t

J mod p

= yk−rxP t
J mod p

= yk
Jy−rxP t

J mod p
= cg−rxJxP t mod p
= cy−rxJ t

P mod p

On the other hand, the same checking applied to a fake receipt leads to the
following result, where all of the calculations are computed modulo p:

yst
J

?
= cy−rxJ t

P

q q

gxJst ?
= gα

V yβ
P,V y−rxJ t

P

q q

gxJα`−1`x
−1

V
?
= gαdV gdV βxP g−rxJxP t

q q

gxJαx
−1

V
?
= gαdV +dV βxP −rxJxP t

which implies that, to trick the judge, one has to choose α and β such that:
xJαx−1

V = αdV +dV βxP−rxJxP t mod q, which cannot be done with probability
more than 1/q, since xJ , xP and dV are unknown for the voter.

Forging a vote is prevented, first of all, thanks to the security of the identifica-
tion protocol used in the initialization. Indeed, if the voter is unable to identify
himself, he never receives his identification number, necessary to start the voting
procedure. Moreover, forging the designated verifier signature needs to obtain
the keys or to solve a discrete logarithm, as seen in [SKM03].

In the same way, unless obtaining two different identification numbers, which is
impossible if the identification authority behaves correctly and remembers who
is already identified, a voter cannot vote more than once, since the identification
numbers are stored on this purpose.

The polling office has two ways of cheating: either he changes the vote and sends
a receipt corresponding to the original vote, or he changes the vote and sends
a receipt for the fake vote. In the first case, the voter has no way to detect
the fraud during the vote, but he can notice the problem when the results are
published, and complain at that moment. The second case is avoided by the fact
that the voter can ask the judge to vote in his place. We can note that, since
the polling office cannot successfully cheat in this second way, it is reasonable to
assume that only a marginal part of the vote will ever be done by the judge. It
is therefore pointless to discuss the problem of an overcharging of judge.



In the improbable case of a coalition of several voters and polling offices, trying
to flood the judge during the vote phase, by asking him a large amount of vote
requests, we suppose that he has the power to postpone the end of the voting and
possibly ask the voters to vote again, in order to handle every request without
risking a buffer overflow.

4 Conclusion

We have introduced a voting system based on a strong designated verifier scheme,
which allows the voter, and only him, to check his voting, and possibly com-
plain about it. The strength of our method lies in the fact that no attacker
can manipulate the voter. Besides, a trusted judge can help to acknowledge a
vote, or point out that a vote has been miscounted. Moreover, our scheme is
secure against impersonalization, dishonest voters or polling office, and ensures
anonymity. Incidentally, its cost is very cheap comparing to other related works.
Finally, thanks to similarity between our scheme and a classical voting system,
the changes needed to use our protocol in the framework of calls for tenders are
very light.
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